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▪ “To review and incorporate 
changes in industry standard 
practices... Harmonization with 
related industry standards will be 
considered.”

▪ GOAL:INTERNATIONAL 
HARMONIZATION

▪ Information is added in italics in 
the German and UK standards.  It 
must be read and considered.

May 2014:  Reaffirm or Revise?



2014:  Time to Revise the Pruning Standard

▪“A300 (Part 1) Pruning standards provide acceptable industry 
performance parameters.. It is a guide for arborists .”

▪Are all pruning practices that are not written in A300 text

unacceptable?
Or less acceptable, and therefore less defendable?

Disadvantaged in Bidding, Contracts,   Disputes, Lawsuits

▪Conservative companies standardizing limited practices
gain an economic advantage over smaller 
companies  that use practices deemed acceptable in 
other countries; and by broader authorities

German ZTV:  46 professionals, majority academic
US A300:  ~12 voting at meetings, majority corporate
No working arborists, one small businessperson
No environmental, one academic voting member

1. Mature Tree Management, Retrenchment Pruning,
Need to be added!

9 Parts @ $180 retail, $135 member



Send questions or comments to Bob Rouse, rrouse@tcia.org

And your voting representative:

Bartlett Tree Experts -pbecker@bartlett.com

Asplundh Tree Expert Co.  gkemp@asplundh.com

Davey Tree Expert Company chris.klimas@davey.com

Tree Care Industry Assn. tmugridge@forestcitytree.com

Planet Alice Carter  acarter@valleycrest.com

SMA Nolan Rundquist nolan.rundquist@seattle.gov

ISA Richard Hauer, PhD rhauer@uwsp.edu

ASCA Torrey Young torrey@dryad.us

PGMS Gene Pouly gpouly@efpouly.com
UAA William Rees (410) 291-3633
USDA Ed Macie (404) 347-1647
Alliance for Community Trees  carrie@actrees.org
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A300 Part 1 Pruning is currently cluttered with:

Methods aka Types of Pruning,

Natural vs. Unnatural Pruning

Types of Cuts….Unnecessary steps are confusing

KEEP THE RULES SIMPLE!

And include information to help the workers
Understand what to do, 
And show the owners what to expect



Related International Pruning Standards

German Standard:  $28.USD,  Pruning, 
Cabling, Root & Soil Work, Construction

2007
$79. USD

Informational text : italics. Standard text: 
standard font. $305USD $152BSI member 
$59 concise guide privately sold

Informational text :italics. Standard text:
standard font



What is retrenching, what’s it got to do with tree care, and why should I care? 

I’m glad you asked! Dictionary definitions of ‘retrench’ include: To live at less expenses; To 

confine, limit or restrict; To cut off, pare away; To reinforce. The term has been used in literature 

and in relation to trees and their care in Great Britain since the 1700’s. 

What do British standards say? . 

England, BS 3998 “Retrenchment pruning is a phased form of crown reduction, which is intended 

to emulate the natural process whereby the crown of a declining tree retains its overall 

biomechanical integrity by becoming smaller through the progressive shedding of small branches 

and the development of the lower crown (retrenchment). 

This natural loss of branches of poor vitality improves the ratio between dynamic (biologically 

active) and static (inactive) mass, thus helping the tree as a whole to retain good physiological 

function…
The pruning should be implemented by shortening heavy, long or weakened branches throughout 

the crown, while retaining as much leaf area as possible and encouraging the development of new 

secondary branches from epicormic shoots or from dormant or adventitious buds.”1



Germany ZTV Baumpflege, “3.1.9:  Focus on 
{growth} habit and physiological requirements.

3.1.9.1, Regenerative Pruning:  Trees showing 
significant signs of aging in the outer parts of 
the crown and the development of a secondary 
crown are to be cut back as far as necessary 
(crown reduction).  

3.1.9.2:  Crown part reduction:  Individual 
branches are to be reduced in accordance with 
safety requirements and/or the surrounding 
tree environment.
Informational text:  “If necessary, areas (above) 

surrounding the sections that have been reduced 
may require thinning (removing downright 
laterals) to establish symmetry (and light 
penetration to interior buds).”



Every limb on 
the 2009 
picture was a 
sprout  in 
1910.  

But it does not 
take 100 years 
for sprouts to  
grow strong.

Acknowledgement for the above images, which have also appeared in  numerous publications:  
1910 – Henry Taunt (with acknowledgement to Oxford City Library); 1920s – Country Life magazine; 1950s – anonymous; 
1981 – Paul Lack; 2009 – Philip Stewart.  This compilation by Neville Fay



2002:  Branch broken by ice and reduced 
back to buds at the first growth point, or 
‘node’, behind the break.    
2003-2011: Two buds sprouted and 
reached for the sky, and helped wall off 
that  sapwood rot (sunscald is common 
on beech after sudden exposure).

2012:  This was an easy shot with a 
throwline, and passed the ‘bounce test’.  
While ascending, it occurred to me that 
the ‘limb’ I was hanging  on was a 10-
year old sprout. Doh!

I wasted no time tying into another 
branch.



Scope: Storm-damaged trees

Objective: Improve stability, health and value (owner’s goal) is adapted by 
arborists.  Work plan: Minimize weak attachments, decay, and heavy ends.

Specifications:  Make the smallest cut possible.  The less off the better.

Reduce all broken branches back to the first node.

Identify nodes as growth points with changes in diameter, lateral branches, 
twigs, buds, or wrinkled bulges resembling branch collars.

As needed to restore stability:  Reduce rubbing or decayed or cracked or 
overextended branches that are outside the outline of the crown. 



2002: Branch reduced back to a node after an ice storm.  
10” diameter and ~10’ long, this ‘stub’ had no leaves on it.

2004: Sprouting starts, slowly. 

2010 New lateral branches filling in the crown.  Terminal 
wound compartmentalizing well.



On the beech,  I just cut back to a node where it looked like there would be good compartmentalization and good regrowth 
and that's  the way that one turned out.  The first two images above are a before-and-after on a willow oak.  The tree to the 
right had 70%+ crown loss.  The central leader was reduced to a very small lateral in 2002.

Printed 2003



Same tree in 2008.  The six-inch cut on the 
central leader totally closed in <6 years. 

With restoration we choose the best of 
these sprouts to dominate, and subordinate 
or remove the others over time.   

A 5-10 year pruning cycle works for regular 
maintenance on these mature willow oaks.    

Printed 2010



This elm grows in the oldest park (founded by Northern Europeans) in 
North America, Boston’s Commons.  Senators and supermodels stroll 
underneath, very high target ratings!  Retrenchment pruning routinely 
and expertly carried out due to vascular disease and basal strength loss.  
Strength gain evident in woundwood to the right, not so good on the 
left.  Info courtesy Greg Mosman, Boston Tree Warden.



ISA BMP on Tree Risk Assessment: 

“Tree risk assessors should resist the ultimate 

security of risk elimination based on tree 

removal… Over-mature trees in natural 

settings may reconfigure…a process 

sometimes called ‘natural retrenchment’. 

They may continue to grow trunk diameter 

while branches die and fail—reducing overall 

height of the tree and increasing stability. 

Where tree risk is a concern, tree risk 

assessors can imitate this process by 

recommending crown reduction.” (page 43) 

Henry Davis specifies 4-10 major cuts, and 

training an inner crown.



This process known as 
crown retrenchment is
sometimes also described 
as ‘growing downwards’.

A small crown and a wide 
trunk allows a tree to
withstand high winds and 
avoid being uprooted.

This old oak is clearly 
shedding tips  3-9’ long.   
Is this dieback a spin in a 
mortality spiral, or 
something less sinister?  

This process is not only 
natural, but exemplary, 
worth mimicking in many 
of our landscape trees

Similarly, this oak appears to be losing 
some tips. Viewed in tree time, it’s  
downsizing.  The concept of ‘dying’ is 
anthropogenic.  It does not apply to 
indeterminate organisms such as trees.
The inner crown that remains could be 
sustainable for the long term.  If proper 
care is given to the roots , and pruning cuts 
are carefully specified, the tree might keep 
that size for another century or more.



The hollowing of the trunk (and 
the shedding and decay of dead 
branches associated with
retrenchment) may help the tree 
to live for longer. (Niklas 2014)

Weight is lost, and minerals that 
were ‘locked up’ in the wood are 
available for the tree to re-use.

This is the classic ‘stag-headed’ 
look, with an interior crown intact 
after all those outer branches 
were cut off from life support 
systems.  The dieback may be due 
to old age, root damage, the road, 
and many other factors.  

But the process of retrenchment 
back to concentrations of vitality 
(Bashford 2010) looks similar no 
matter what the causes

‘Rretrenching’ has been in use 
in arboriculture since 1734.  It's 
not a new concept at all.





David Lloyd-Jones, of Cheshire, 
England wrote this book on 
pruning.  Work is underway to 
standardize his approach, which 
currently relies to a great extent 
on honing instinct with ‘insights’

David’s system draws on pipe 
theory per da Vinci and Goethe.  
Changes in branch diameter, or 
‘growth phase changes’, are 
natural targets for puning.  

David’s attention to architecture 
pays off, judging by the trees that 
he’s managed over the years.



Dr. Kim Coder , University of Georgia, US



22

Epicormic – Latin for “upon the stem” Endocormic – Latin for “in the stem” 

This slide and the next were shared by Cassian 
Humphries from Australia.  The sprout on the left 
clearly was adventitious, newly formed on the stem, 
and tore away easily from the  inner bark.
The branch at the right broke without damaging the 
attachment.   The location of the break, ~2x of the 
branch’s diameter, is often  seen in research done 
by John Goodfellow,.  Breaks in this Critical Fracture 
Zone, or CFZ, are avoided by reducing the ends 10-
20%.



▪ Located between a 
school and electric 
transmission lines, this 
eucalyptus is getting 
carefully specified 
attention.



Australian Utilities Retrench Hollow Trees

Before After

Here is a before-
and-after of a 
eucalyptus tree 
that is very hollow 
at its base.  
Energex is a utility 
contractor that 
preserves hollow 
trees for their 
wildlife and other 
values.  The 2011 
presentation  by 
Matt Palmer Is 
viewable on the ISA 
website.



This crime against literature was set in Hong Kong.  All my Detective articles have an elementary diagnostic problem to solve, 
for the beginner.  They also include advanced arboricultural  problems, tough enough to challenge the brains of experienced 
arborists—or they were interesting,  or baffling!-- enough to share with  readers of Arborist News.



I met a guy named Joe Lau, and I made him Lo Jau in the story.  Joe displayed these polished branch samples on the table where 
we were having lunch and said “When I want to know more, I look inside.”  Landscape architect Gavin Coates, Gavin Jacquets in
the story, observed that branches have been reduced by breakage from storms and beasts for millennia.  Trees have evolved 
mechanisms to adapt to such disturbances, as Joe’s samples show.



The Detective Dendro character was developed by Sharon Lilly 
and trademarked by ISA.  I think Codit is, too. Anyone is 
welcome to submit articles for this series.  Sharon wrote:

“Fear of litigation can, and often does, lead to the 
unnecessary removal of trees...the arborist's (risk assessor's) 
fear of litigation, which is, perhaps, inflated by our training 
emphasis on identifying and interpreting defects…

Arborists must embrace the challenge of helping tree risk 
managers to strike a reasonable balance between tree 
benefits and risk.

Further investigative research about the risk posed by trees, 
and the subsequent dissemination of results, may help reduce 
the inflated perception of tree risk.“ (June 2011 Arborist News)



Smaller laterals grow more  than larger 
laterals after reduction pruning.

Disseminating research gets results!

2007



How much, if any, tree strength is 
lost.  This hollow = strength loss 
assumption betrays a bias endemic to 
the industry.  This bias was 
questioned--and answered-- at both 
Biomechanics Weeks.

Woundwood measured 70%+ 
tougher  in red maple.  The Wager 
Tree--wrecked, studied and re-
erected at 2013’s Biomechanics 
Week—was a red maple.



The 2014 ISA International Conference presented several Tree 
Fund-ed  studies related to retrenchment pruning:

▪M
a
t
t 
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Matt Follett showed that a 15% reduction prevented 
secondary, damaging oscillations, better than thinning.



▪ Karl Niklas:  “However, there are significant and important gaps in what we know about…tree 
biomechanics in particular.  We use many assumptions and generalities.”

▪ Frank Rinn:  “The % reduction in height results in double the increase in safety margin.”

▪ Alexia Stokes:  “Only by taking into account the ecological context, the substrate and the 
immediate and distant infrastructure can arborists make informed decisions about tree 
mechanical stability.”

▪ Steffen Rust:  “Slenderness is not a reliable indicator for risk assessment.”

▪ John Goodfellow and Andreas Detter:  15% reduction can increase stability 50%+.  “The 
results demonstrate that branch reduction pruning can be an effective alternative to the 
total elimination of branches at risk of failure.“

▪ Scott Baker:  “What can we learn from the ways that trees manage themselves?”

▪ Dane Buell:  “Specifications communicate the objectives as well as the exact nature of the 
work … the % amount, the cut size, length, and location of parts to be removed.”



Mark Reiland 
confirmed that a 
5+-year pruning 
cycle is in 
synchrony with the 
slowdown of 
sprouting in 
mature oaks.



A Master’s Thesis on a 
T-shirt; We’ll see Ryan 
Redvers work toward 
the end of this talk.



CONIFER CARE GUIDELINES

LESSONS LEARNED IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

PRESENTED BY NICHO WHITTAKER DANKERS

SEATTLE, WA

In a Climbers’ Corner presentation on the tradeshow floor, Nicho Dankers gave the best talk on 
pruning I have ever heard.  He applies the  principles of retrenchment pruning to conifers.   



CRZ CRZ

Targeted reduction of 
overextended branches in
the upper crown can
significantly extend a tree’s 
useful life.  

Nicho is pursuing a Master’s at 
the University of Washington,  
working with Douglas-fir trees.  



Will the cycle be unbroken?    Roots rely on 
recycling.  When we  remove biomass, and 
get more sun on the root system, and have 
less nutrients and hormonal signals sent 
down to the root system, we weaken trees.

Arborists typically remove branches 
without replacing some of that resource by 
mulching the trees that we’re working on. 
Mulching with regular chips, or with the 
coarse woody debris that naturally falls 
from the tree, can avoid  tree stress.

Dankers’ work is the kind of systems 
approach advocated by Dr. Alex Shigo. 



Speaking of roots:  Do trees 

have taproots?

It depends on  when!

As lateral roots develop, 

taproots are shed  

This natural process is 

mimicked by the ancient art of 

bonsai 



Crown retrenchment is another natural process 
mimicked by bonsai.  Roots and shoots are 
brought into balance, and animation is 
suspended. 
Like veteran trees in the landscape, bonsai trees 
can be managed for centuries with regular, light 
reduction pruning or ‘progressive pollarding.”



June 2014 episode on pruning a hollow tree



Root assessment gear 
and readings:  More 
solid on eastern side, 
where invigoration 
work had been done.



Phellinus sp.
TREE 
RESPONSE.







British Standard:  
Use illustrations to 
communicate 
specifications



Cuts 1”-3”, reduce tips 3’-9’, back to active growth points. 
Remove <9% total # buds.  Retain height and spread points.

The dark area shows the ultimate crown size, in one worst-
case sort of scenario.  The first phase could be as little as:



4 Mitigation Options:  Actions to lessen risk:

Pruning: 1-3 meter  crown retrenching

Support:  Add 2 cables to retain leader

Soil Modification: Aerate and Amend

Pest Management: Treat infections

Investigative research, 
practice, and experience 
reduce the inflated perception 
of tree risk

High
Moderate
Low
As Low As 
Reasonably 
Possible



Species,

Location, 

Size

Site Conditions:

Exposure,

Associates

Objective:

Contributions,

Qualities

Strengths: Roots, Flare, Forks, 

Form
Weakness: Roots, Flare, Forks, Overextension

Specified Management Options,

Predicted Change in Condition, Timeframe

0 Low – 10 High (good) 0 Low – 10 High (good) 0 Low – 10 High (good)

Quercus rubra, 

back yard, 

State Champion

Exposed to 

east winds, 

sheltered 

from other

directions, 

drainage not 

great

Maintain 

health and 

structure and 

dimensions

Reaction wood =

support

Fungus walled off.

Broad base

High vitality

Roots 

Flare 4 some disease

North Fork 2, cracked bark

Sprawling ends 6

Aerate and amend soil west side for drainage

Clean and disinfect flare infections, replace 

soil below and amend with calcium etc.—to 8

Add 2 cables on lashing leader--to 7

Reduce ends with cuts 1-3”, <9% overall-to 8

TREE & LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT FORM HistoricTreeCare.com 919-387-7045

Client:_______________________Location:_________________________________ Date:__________ Inspector:____________



In the story, Codit almost stepped in coon poo.



Wildlife need the trees.  We need to maintain habitat in the trees for 
spiders  and all these other beneficials  in this ecosystem 



2010 Biomechanics Week.  
Dr. Ed Gilman:  “We looked at one 10” 
planetree with a large hole or ‘defect’, 
and figured it would break straight 
away  from the four-ton winch.

Another 10” planetree had no visible 
‘defects’,  so we figured the trunk 
would hold  strong, and that tree 
would uproot instead. 

But the exact opposite happened! 

We know next to nothing 
about tree biomechanics.”



Do we know enough about tree 
biomechanics to make life-or-
death decisions? 

“Defect:  an imperfection, weakness, 
or lack of something necessary.  In trees, 
defects are injuries, growth patterns, 
decay, or other conditions that reduce 
the tree’s structural strength.” 

Or they might not, as we learned in 2013. 
Our ignorance regarding structural 
strength in trees is vast.



Biomechanics Week 2013
The Wager Tree

40 bets were made on where 
this hollow, rotten red maple 
would break. 

Over half chose the 
hollowest, rottenest location.

Only after the tree fell over did 
woundwood fibers around the 
open cavity separate.



The first failure was a foot above the open 
cavity with the ribs of woundwood.  The 
fibers broke on the tension side.

The second failure was at mower damage on 
a tension root.

The trunk was bent over 60 degrees when 
the woundwood finally folded.  But it sprung 
back into position, with just a little help.



After the brush was cut 
off, one person with a 
pole pushed the trunk 
back up to the angle 
shown here.

The first failure had been 
at the height indicated by 
the man’s right hand.

The tree’s response 
growth will be measured 
and tested at the next 
Biomechanics Week.

“Science is an attitude,

skeptically interrogating 
the universe, 

with a fine 
understanding of 
human fallibility.”   

Carl Sagan



This 2007 article proposed a balanced view toward assessing tree 
strengths as well as weaknesses, assets as well as liabilities, 
contributions along with targets.  The tree is the owner’s property, 
and it has value.  The tree  is the first target to consider!

Ignoring tangible positives while focusing on perceived defects is 
Tree Structure DEvaluation. As the title indicates, we want to look 
first at how trees stand up, and second how trees fall down.



Time Frame:  1 year?  100 years?

Staying within a timeframe throughout the 
assessment process avoids ‘erring on the side of 
safety’.  Those intentional mistakes can get 
compounded, leading conclusions astray.

‘Improbable’ is very often true, but seldom chosen.  
After all, ‘Anything is ‘Possible’, so Low Risk trees 
are often mistakenly called Moderate  Risk
. 

The TRAQ form adopted the name “Basic Tree Risk 
Assessment”, but  it did not adopt the balanced view.  
It’s similar to the 1994 form, with some good 
additions.  In three places the user is oriented to look 
at the trees response growth, something that's 
holding the tree up, in response to loading.


